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Bioflow are global leaders in magnetic therapy innovation a
 nd technology. With our
knowledge and experience we have developed products that have gained the trust a
 nd
confidence of customers worldwide.
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Bioflow Horse Rugs are supplied with 40 powerful Central Reverse Polarity® magnets in
the form of 10 moveable pouches, each containing 4 magnets. They can be positioned
accordingly to target problem areas and are designed to be placed on the underside of
the rug.
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Central Reverse Polarity® is a strong, multi-directional force of magnetism. T
 his technology is
patented to Bioflow and no similar method exists.
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Bioflow Horse Rugs are made from waterproof 600 denier ripstop polyester which is
designed for strength and versatility whilst providing maximum comfort and breathability.
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USE & Fitting
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Bioflow Horse Rugs contribute to the overall wellbeing of your horse and can be used before
or after exercise. Bioflow Horse Rugs are fitted in the same way as a conventional horse rug
or blanket augmented with adjustable buckle system, crossover surcingles, leg straps and
fillet string.
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IMPORTANT ADVICE
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The Bioflow Horse Rug contains strong magnets, therefore do not place near, or next to
any item that could be affected by a magnetic field such as heart pacemakers, compasses,
watches etc.
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WASHING INSTRUCTIONS
Machine washable. Wash the rug separately in cold water on a gentle cycle with mild soap.
Line dry. Do not wash the magnetic pouches.
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The strength of Bioflow magnets are guaranteed for life.
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If you feel you have a faulty product this must be dealt with through the retailer from where it
was purchased and your receipt MUST be presented. Your statutory rights are not affected.
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